
                    
 

Customer:______________________________________________________ 

 

In order to insure the satisfactory delivery of service, the Customer must cooperate in the preparation and follow-up of 
rooms/areas to be serviced. The customer acknowledges that he/she has read and understands the preparation items as 
set out below, and agrees to perform all preparations as required. 

The service will not be provided until the rooms are completely prepared as set out herein. 

 

Customer preparation of premises for bed bug services include: 

1. Detach, but leave in rooms, all items attached to walls (outlet covers and pictures) 
2. Vacuum floors, also around base boards using crack and crevice tool 
3. Vacuum seams and general surface area of mattress and box spring 
4. Empty vacuum canister into trash bag, tie top of bag and take to container outside IMMEDIATLEY 
5. Remove felt cover on the bottom of the box springs 
6. Remove all mattress tags 
7. Disassemble bed frames and move away from walls 
8. Vacuum seams and general surface areas of all sofa and chair cushions 
9. Allow vacuum to run in the upright position for 15 seconds after each use 
10. Empty vacuum canister into trash bag, tie top of bag and take to container outside IMMEDIATLEY 
11. Place all material items (bedding, clothing, towels, curtains, ect…) into a trash bag 

a. Seal top of trash bag by wrapping pull ties around the top of the bag and tying in a knot 
b. DO NOT carry items to be Dried in your arms or a laundry basket unless they are in a sealed trash bag 
c. Cloth items need to be stored in sealed bags and placed in a storage area (not in infested rooms) 

12. Repair any loose wall paper and baseboard coverings as well as repair any holes in walls 
13. Repair any sources of moisture, such as leaky faucets or air conditioner condensation lines and pans 

Customer preparation of premises and equipment for return to operation will include: 

BEFORE THE END OF DAY (of treatment) 

1. After treatment reattach all outlet covers 
2. After treatment put all Bed Bug encasement covers on ALL mattresses and box springs 

 
AFTER TREATMENT 
 

1. After treatment seal up all unnecessary cracks and crevices in the treated rooms with caulk or the appropriate 
sealant 

2. Re-attach or replace all furniture, pictures, headboards, ect..in their original location 
3. Clothing, bedding, towels or curtains in bed bug infested rooms must be washed and dried on the highest 

setting for 1 hour and then returned to their original location 
 

IF A BED BUG MATTRESS COVER IS DAMAGED AFTER TREATMENT (HOLE, SNAG,TEAR OR WONT ZIP PROPERLY) REPLACE 
COVER IMMEDIATLEY AND NOTIFY PARKER. DO NOT TAKE DAMAGED COVER OFF, PUT NEW COVER OVER THE 
DAMAGED  

Residential Bed Bug Service Preparation Check List 

 


